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Pirel was a fine enough city. And Kacianah
has a moderate and comfortable life which
is just fine for her. Growing up without a
father was an adventure enough for one
lifetime. Her fathers only legacy being the
young boy named Ryu. A shy and
respectable young man, with too many
secrets in his young eyes. He left as
mysteriously as he came and Kacianah was
once more alone to care for her sweet
mother in her mourning. If only life could
continue as simple as that forever. Not only
is her home beset by bandits who come out
of nowhere, and King Orin seems a few
beans short of a proper stew. At least
Prince Landris does his best to protect the
city. If only he would leave his large black
wolf like dog at home, the large beast
makes everyone more than a little nervous.
Do dogs have green eyes? And then her
worst nightmare comes true when she wins
the annual week long vacation at the
Palace. The only positive aspect of that is
Feia would be there to keep her company,
at least when her silly friend isnt chasing
after the prince. Still, could Kaci really
handle a whole week in the palace with the
strange king and his moody son? Then the
dreams start, and before she knows it her
whole world is turned upside down! Prince
Landris disappears after another attempt at
his life and she is left in the midst of chaos
and
intrigue,
even
her
mothers
companionship isnt enough to eradicate the
unease and mystery that begins to enfold
her in its chilling clutches.
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